
Severance presents a portrait of Lumon In-
dustries, a biotech corporation with a global 
workforce of more than 100 000 employees. 
The series follows the day-to-day activity 
of a small team of workers responsible for 
‘macrodata refinement’, a task as obscure to 
the employees themselves as it is to viewers. 
Seated in front of computers straight out of 
the 1980s, their work consists in identify-
ing numbers from vast tables without real-
ly knowing what those numbers represent. 
Severance is a veritable ode to the ‘bullshit 
jobs’ so dear to David Graeber1, those point-
less occupations that amount to manipulat-
ing numbers and symbols. ‘Like, do we even 
know what we’re supposedly ‘cleaning’?’, 
asks Helly, the newest recruit to the team, 
in the second episode.

The horror of Severance, however, does 
not end with the vacuity of the tasks that are 
being performed; it also stems from what 
the Lumon employees have had to sacrifice 
in order to do that work. To join the Macro-
data Refinement team, staff need to under-
go ‘severance’ – a surgical procedure that 
divides their memories into two entities. 
The first is the ‘innie’ and does not become 
active until the employee has entered the 
company premises. The second, the ‘outie’, 
consists of the employee’s original memory 
and takes over again following the end of 
the working day. These two memories are 
completely severed, in the sense that the 
outie knows nothing about his or her work, 
and the innie has no idea what he or she is 
outside the workplace. Severance thus cre-
ates a docile and industrious workforce that 
lives – literally – for work alone, a nod to 
workaholism. ‘Quitting would effectively 
end your life. I mean, in so much as you’ve 
come to know it,’ is the ironic remark made 
by long-time employee Mark to his new col-
league Helly.

The corporate culture is dominated by 
the philosophy and writings of its late found-
er, an immutable collection of dogmatic and 
moral precepts. A veritable bible for Lumon 
staff, these principles emphasise social skills 
and the idea of the company as a large fam-
ily. But the reality behind these clichés is 
one of strict and punitive governance. ‘The 
surest way to tame a prisoner is to let him 
believe he’s free,’ the head honcho of the ‘sev-
ered’ floor fires at her henchman, neither of 
whom have undergone severance. With in-
flexible rules and severe penalties, Lumon 
manages to control its employees’ every 
move, though without ever telling them the 
purpose of their work. That is precisely the 
paradox presented to the viewer – why on 
earth are such efforts made to control em-
ployees whose work seems so pointless?

Outside the walls of its premises, Lu-
mon Industries’ practices are a subject of 
controversy. Activists and journalists are 
trying to expose the truth about severance 
and condemn what they regard as a form of 
slavery. The innie is, in a sense, held hos-
tage by his or her outie. Every time an in-
nie begins a new working day, it is because 
their outie has taken the decision to make 
them do so. It is a kind of forced outsourc-
ing in which people’s jobs are subcontracted 
to an alternative version of themselves.

Severance thus thrusts us into the in-
tricacies of that horribly fascinating idea 
of a perfect work-life disconnect. This right 
to disconnect 2.0 enables Lumon to assert 
its control over its employees by hermeti-
cally sealing off each of these two spheres 
and so stifling any possibility of protest. By 
pushing the idea to its extreme, the series 
prompts viewers to ask questions about the 
limits of work-life separation: is it really 
possible to disconnect psychologically from 
an alienating job and its torments? What 
the series tells us, in fact, is that the only 
way to escape the drudgery of work is to en-
gage a slave to do it on our behalf.

While the series is clearly dystopian, it 
remains nevertheless a reflection, in carica-
ture, of the darker side of the new working 
world – or rather what it could become. The 
practices of worker surveillance and con-
trol are pushed to their potential limits, yet 
complicated by the suggestion of a greater 
(apparent) autonomy in these new forms of 
work. We also find acerbic criticism – and 
a dash of cynicism – being levelled at bu-
reaucracy and the proliferation of pointless 
jobs, at ‘happiness management’2, and at 
other managerial smokescreens that aim 
to separate the image of a product from 
the reality of its manufacture in the eyes of 
consumers. In short, this is a series in tune 
with our times, a series that asks questions 
of viewers but does not resort to offering 
facile answers.

Severance is an American 
sci-fi TV series created by 
Dan Erickson and directed 
by Ben Stiller and Aoife 
McArdle. The series aired on 
Apple TV+ in 2022.
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1.  See the article by Thomas 
Coutrot in this issue.

2.  See the article by Louise 
Pluyaud in this issue.
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